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Abstract

As a complementary tool for learning Calculus, we have been using SIACUA, a computer system designed to help autonomous learning, which is based on the use of parameterized questions with detailed solutions, also parameterized, with a Bayesian user model for feedback. This system has proven to be effective in keeping the students working during the classes’ period, as the recent data usage we present in this article shows.

A difficulty in flipped learning is to guarantee that students study before the classes. We address this issue by trying to provide the best possible conditions for this autonomous work to occur. Hence, we propose an expansion of SIACUA, by combining it with the model MOTRAC, a model for creating learning objects and learning trajectories for meaningful learning, based on Meaningful Learning Theory and Cognitive Load Theory, to achieve good guidance, together with the already existing Bayesian feedback, in a flipped learning set, with active learning occurring in the classes.

In the proposed learning set we also use an assessment computer system: PmatE. System PmatE is being used from 1989, mainly in the yearly science competitions, that nowadays join in our University, in the three days of the competitions, about ten thousand students, from all ages, from basic to secondary schools.

To achieve some extrinsic motivation, and to further guarantee the students study before the classes, we use system PmatE, which imports contents from SIACUA, for assessment in the end of each class.

Past experiences show two main advantages of using two completely different computer systems, one for learning and another one for assessment are: (i) students are more motivated to use the learning system because they know its contents or similar are going to be used for assessment; (ii) students are not afraid of answering questions in the learning system because they know that the diagnosis on this system is not going to be used for assessment and so it is a useful and safe feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We have been using a computer system, named SIACUA, based on the use of parameterized questions (PQ), with a Bayesian user model to compute the feedback, that presents the course to the student with several progress bars showing the Bayesian beliefs covering all the topics of the course ([1],[2],[3],[4]). System SIACUA has been used in the last four years and many true/false questions and multiple choice questions with feedback are available, from basic school to calculus with several variables.

The main goal is to implement student-centred learning and get closer to most effective one-to-one teaching ([5]) by using an appropriated computer system combined with flipped learning. We start with a course of calculus with several variables (Calculus III) for sciences and engineering were, due to the mixture of students with low and high prior knowledge about mathematics it is appropriate to use adaptive instruction in e-learning and enforce pre-requisites ([6]).

The proposed expansion of SIACUA will include two new kinds of learning objects based on MOTRAC ([7]), a model based on Meaningful Learning Theory ([8]) and the Cognitive Load Theory ([6], [9]). The first kind of MOTRAC learning objects (MLOs) are designed to interact with the student with contents he/she already knows. They consist of an expanding contents page with several multiple-choice steps with a different feedback for each option; we call them MCMLOs. Video lectures are as effective as in-person lectures at conveying basic information ([10], [11], [12]), and we propose the replacement of the in-person lectures about the most basic subjects by learning objects containing short videos. These are the second kind of MOTRAC learning objects (VMLOs).
Students can start by using the MCMLOs to recall what they already know and is relevant to what they will learn, then use VMLOs for a sort introduction to the subject, then use and mark read the references and finally, the parametrized questions together with the Bayesian model are used for further learning and feedback.

2 PARAMETRIZED QUESTIONS

A typical limitation for the effective use of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) in the learning process is the limited number of available questions in the several topics in study. Fortunately, we do not have this difficulty in the University of Aveiro. We can use the questions from PmatE ([13], [14], [15]), a project initiated in 1989, containing now many hundreds of parameterized questions in several areas of knowledge, presently with 1490 parameterized question generators available for mathematics. Since the parameters are instantiated in runtime by the computer, we have, in fact, many thousands of different questions. An instantiated question from PmatE consists of an initial text followed by four statements about that text, randomly chosen from a set of four or more specified in what we call the Question Generator Model (QGM). Hence, the student can say which of the four statements are true or false, and up to four evidences are supplied to SIACUA.

Another project we have for creating parameterized questions is MEGUA ([16]). It includes a package for Sage ([17]), allowing the user to create multiple choice questions, with detailed answer, and sending them immediately to SIACUA. The number of questions we are using from MEGUA is growing, and we have already 7368 questions generated form 776 different QGMs.

3 LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT

The Bayesian student model used to compute the belief about the knowledge of the students based on their answers to the parameterized questions in SIACUA requires a change in the way teachers think about knowledge diagnosis when developing questions. Instead of marks to be added to compute the final mark of the student, the teachers must estimate and provide some parameters together with the question. These parameters are: guess – the probability of guessing the question without knowing the concepts it relates to; slip – the probability of giving a wrong answer knowing all concepts; level – the difficulty level of the question; discr – the discrimination of the question. Parameters in the questions are initially estimated by the teachers and to be updated based on students answers to questions and their final marks in the courses.

The model used in SIACUA is based on ([18]) and is implemented using Genie & Smile ([19], [20]). This model has been tested with simulated students ([21]) and real students ([22], [23]). A detailed description of the model applied to calculus with several variables can be found in ([4]).

Although SIACUA is designed for learning, questions from SIACUA have been used for assessment in PmatE platform. Some usage from current year 2016/2017 in Calculus III is presented in Figure 1, where the blue bars represent the number of questions seen by students in the week, the red bars represent the wrong answers and the green bars represent the correct answers. From the 396 students in Calculus III, 70% use the application every week and the weeks with more use correspond to the periods where assessment tests with questions using the same QGMs are available in the PmatE platform.
The use of SIACUA as a complement to independent study was clearly considered by the students, in several informal surveys, preferential to just having the study material available in MOODLE ([2], [4]).

4 LEARNING TRAJECTORIES

In traditional exposition classes, the concepts are presented sequentially to all students. This is known to be ineffective in general since each student learns at a different speed and has a different background. But it is particularly ineffective in calculus since the high number of complex concepts in a single class the teacher presents to accomplish the course program makes it almost impossible for most students to follow the class.

We try to provide conditions for each student to follow his/her natural learning trajectory, instead of being forced to follow the sequence in the class, with the help of a computer system. The classes will then be used to clarify doubts and apply the concepts to solve problems with the help of the teacher and colleagues.

Learning trajectories throughout the several concepts in the course are not determined. Instead, the Bayesian networks are used to trigger suggestions for learning progression. The mechanism is quite simple: after answering a question, if the knowledge of the student in some topics falls below a defined limit, other topics, prerequisites for the topics of the answered question, eventually from previous courses, are suggested for the student to study, who is free to follow the suggestions or not. If the estimated knowledge about a concept gets above another defined limit then learning objects assuming knowledge in that concept become available.

In the following pictures showing learning trajectories we represent concepts by nodes and learning objects by arrows, where dashed arrows represent objects providing knowledge evidence to the system (the parameterized questions). We use the following color coding: green represents a successful path and concept where the student has attained enough knowledge; red represents a path conducing to low knowledge in the destination concept; yellow represents a path conducing to an undefined state were the student’s knowledge is not clearly positive or negative; finally, black represents a path that we do not know if was followed by the student and a concept we do not know if has been accessed.

For illustration, we present an example. If we denote by $\text{MLO}_{C_1\rightarrow C_2}$ any MLO having only one starting concept $C_1$ and goal concept $C_2$, by $\text{PQ}_{C_2}$ parameterized questions assessing concept $C_2$, by $\text{MLO}_{C_2\rightarrow C_3}$ any MLO with one starting concept $C_2$ and goal concept $C_3$ and by $\text{PQ}_{C_3}$ parameterized questions assessing concept $C_3$, a typical successful learning trajectory is illustrated by Figure 2. Assuming the student has shown enough knowledge about concept $C_1$ (concept in green color) he/she can use objects $\text{MLO}_{C_1\rightarrow C_2}$ to learn concept $C_2$. After that, the student can provide evidence of knowledge by answering parameterized questions about concept $C_2$. Assuming the student has provided enough evidence of knowledge in concept $C_2$, $\text{MLO}_{C_2\rightarrow C_3}$, the learning objects designed to learn concept $C_3$ starting from concept $C_2$, can be used. The process continues this way with the student alternating between learning with MLOs and then learning further and providing knowledge evidence by

![Figure 1: Questions on SIACUA – Calculus III - 2016/2017.](image-url)
answering PQs. Although this is the proposed learning trajectory, students are free to proceed any other way since the system is open and many learning objects are always available.

Figure 2: A successful learning trajectory in the concept map.

We observe that, by using MLOs with starting concept C₁ and answering parameterized questions about concept C₂, we have two other possibilities in the student learning trajectory. Figure 3 illustrates these possibilities. First possibility (a) is not giving enough knowledge evidence about concept C₂. In this case, the student cannot use MLOs designed to learn about concept C₃ starting from concept C₂ and must proceed by using any of the other available learning objects and questions. Then we have the case (b) of a student that, after using MLOs with starting concept C₁ to learn concept C₂, gives incorrect answers to questions about C₂, meaning he/she did not learn concept C₂ as he/she should. In this case, not only MLOs designed to learn C₃ from C₂ are unavailable but also some suggestions about prerequisite concepts for C₂ are presented. The student can follow the suggestions, use other MLOs to learn C₂ assuming knowledge on C₁ or use available learning objects in other concepts. We note that no deadlocks are possible since all parameterized questions and MLOs in the initial concepts of the course are always available, regardless of the student’s progress.

Figure 3: Other learning trajectory possibilities in the concept map.

Hence the learning trajectories of the students are conditioned, although not predetermined.

5 INVERTED LEARNING

In the traditional system, classes are used to present the contents of the course including exposition and then application to solve problems. Then the student must study at home and solve further problems applying what they learn in the class. With inverted classrooms, this traditional process is inverted. The students learn by themselves, with the help of materials and references carefully prepared by the teacher. Then in the class they solve further problems together with colleagues with the teacher as adviser, who should provide a flexible learning environment centered on the students.

We propose a model containing a system for the students to use before the class, where the study materials are clearly organized and feedback about the knowledge acquisition is clearly provided. The class must be carefully planned to consider the learning materials supplied. An assessment in the end of each class is required either by a written test or a computer test using the PmatE platform with questions generated from QGM from SIACUA, for a further guarantee that the students will be active during the classes.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have been able to create computer learning systems that are consistently being used by teachers and students and contribute to our main first goal that is to keep the students doing some work during the semester, which improves learning and the final marks in the course.

The proposed model, combining Bayesian networks, a computer science tool particularly appropriate for knowledge estimation and feedback, and a model for specification of learning objects and
trajectories, defines a learning environment capable of providing real autonomy to students in their preparation for the classes in the flipped classroom model and contributes to our second main goal that is to keep students active in the classes.
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